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errors. Sign In. Create Account. Email Address. Create a JBugs Account. VW Bug Parts. Shop
Now. We take pride in being the one stop shop for Volkswagen Beetle parts. We carry virtually
everything you will need to restore your VW Bug and we offer the most options for
customization. We also offer the best customer and technical support in the industry, so you'll
never feel alone when restoring your air-cooled VW. We have compiled a complete library of
how-to guides and videos to assist you along the way. The longevity of production with few
fundamental changes paired with the interchangeability of air-cooled VW parts can make i We
are always looking for ways to help with your VW Bug restoration and repairs. Our JBugs VW
experts have created this vast While VW Chassis changed from year to year, the placement and
routing of wires and guide tubes mostly remained consistent. Find the correct distributor parts
including point, condensers, caps, and rotors. Electrical wiring can be one of the most
confusing and frustrating jobs on a classic VW. When installing most performance exhaust
systems, your cabin heater and defroster will be disabled. This is because the conne See our
Link Pin Shim chart with quantity, size, and placement of shims. Our complete oil system
diagram makes it easy to find the correct parts and fluids for your VW. Swing axle and I. Swing
axles are found on early Learn how to read your tires including reading tire section width, tire
profile, wheel diameter, and tire construction. We offer free color samples of our upholstery to
help you choose the colors and patterns that suit your VW best. Bolt pattern is the key identifier
for wheel fitment. In this chart we identify which wheel bolt patterns came stock. We offer both
Cal-look and American Style window seals. Cal-look seals also referred to as Standard do NOT
have a groove in You spent countless hours wrenching on your VW. Now that snow and rain are
in season, we can help you winterize it properly. Starting a new project is always exciting.
Unfortunately, once that enthusiasm wears off, many of us realize we did not take Looking to
purchase an air-cooled VW Beetle and not sure where to begin? Our experts at JBugs are here
to assist you with the We asked a few of the guys at the shop to see what the first thing is they
install on the car when they pick up a used Beetle In Germany, the most affordable method of
transportation was the motorcycle, and some motorcycle manufacturers in German Yes, you
read that right. Our beloved VW Beetle a. Herbie was found in , sleeping in a small Argentinean
town. I look forward to every drive in Blitz, all memories in the making. I acquired the car 13
years ago. We went to a car show an Continue Shopping. Images are general in nature and may
not reflect the specific vehicle selected. Today the Volkswagen Type 2 is an iconic vehicle for
nearly every generation of enthusiast. Dutch importer Ben Pon's original notebook sketch for a
factory runabout led to over 6. The first generation, or "split-window," Transporter, named for
its two-piece windshield, was made from to Americans most typically associate the VW Type 2
with the popular Kombi and Samba people-movers which have come to embody s counter
culture. In reality, however, there were a dizzying selection of commercial and more utilitarian
variations. Doors could be ordered on either or both sides. The Volkswagen pickup arrived in
and, while only about one third as many trucks were sold as buses, they proved enormously
versatile. The inch space between the original bus floor and the pickup bed proved to be an
excellent lockable storage place for equipment. Crew-cab pickups appeared in accompanied by
a shorter five-foot bed, and full synchromesh transmission was fitted from The one-millionth
Transporter was sold in The 1,cc, hp engine was optional from and the final cc engine arrived in
In , the Transporter received a refresh, with more modern conveniences being added to the
model. Americans tend to refer to the different models of the collectible split-window buses by
the number of their windows. The sunroof deluxe version has eight side windows and two in the
rear. In addition it has eight small skylight windows, thus the window designation. In ,
Volkswagen incorporated a wider rear door on the bus and the rear corner windows were
deleted and this model gained the window moniker. Parts are no problem for Transporters and
many upgrades are easy to execute. High production numbers mean it is easy to find a
microbus, though most have been lovingly used for so long that condition can be a common
concern. For all Hagerty Insurance clients: The values shown do not imply coverage in this
amount. In the event of a claim, the guaranteed value s on your policy declarations page is the
amount your vehicle s is covered for, even if the value displayed here is different. If you would
like to discuss your Hagerty Insurance policy, please call us at Model Overview Images are
general in nature and may not reflect the specific vehicle selected. Set an alert to be notified of
new listings. Now showing page 1 of 1. Browse Category. Search Tools. Set an Alert? Private
Seller. It has been further customized to i Refine Search? Also be sure to view results in. Power
comes from a recently tuned 5. Thefactory red cloth interior and white top are original, and the
car was garage-kept under previous ownership. This third-generation GT was acquired by the

seller in andis offered with the owner's manual, service records, and a clear Florida title. This
Chevrolet Corvette convertible 50th Anniversary Edition has just under 29k actual miles and is
powered by an LS1 5. Finished in Anniversary EditionRed with a tan cloth soft top over a shale
leather interior, the car was originally sold in New Jersey and later resided in both Maryland and
Pennsylvania before being relocated to Florida beginning in Equipment includes an electronic
driver information center, head-up display, and independent suspension with active handling.
This Dodge Stealth hatchback is one of produced in Kutani Red for the model year, and it is a
one-owner original car showing only 38k miles. It is finished in Kutani Red over a charcoal
leather interior and is powered by a 3. This Cadillac Brougham sedan has been freshly repainted
in its factory color. It shows just 98k miles from new, retaining its original blue leather interior
and a fully refurbished air conditioning system. The car is powered by a ci V8 paired with a
4-speed automatic transmission. It was originally sold in El Paso, Texas, and was subsequently
relocated to Arizona. Sign up for our daily newsletter. Get Newsletter. Get our app. Help Center.
About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our Sponsors. Business Advertisers. Career Opportunities.
Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All other trademarks are the property of their respective
owners. Our Awards x. This prestigious accolade represents the continued growth of the
company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie Awards, the world's premier business awards
recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought to you by ClassicCars. The well-loved and
admired Volkswagen pickups are highly sought after and are always difficult to find in any
condition. This VW is ready to be revived and has minimal rust which is a huge selling point for
this VW. Find it here on ebay out of Billings, Montana. Sadly someone has taken it upon
themselves to break the glass over the speedometer, and the radio. The original rubber mat is in
place, but the door panels and seat are missing in action. After you see a few of these pickups
in person, you start to realize how rare they are, and how rusty they usually are. This particular
VW is a gem. The rust is very tame on this one. Water, dirt and weight transition all lead to the
step being a very cancerous spot that can often be missing from one to many steps. The step
and front floor looks remarkably solid in this one. The rockers are very nice with minimal to no
rust. The lower doors have some rust on the inside of them, and one of the lower doors is stuck
shut. The tailgates are decent with minor bubbling at the bottom edges. The tailend of this pick
up is decent, as some dent repair has been executed to fix the obvious. The engine cover has a
sizeable dent in it, but the engine bay itself is very clean. The Nose of this pickup is nice and
appears accident free. Underneath of this VW is a dream come true for many. Rust is minimal,
and this is a very solid starter. The seller has mentioned that the original blue is still on the
passenger door under the primer, and that someone with some time and wet sanding skills
could bring back the blue for a matching blue original look. There is an engine present with this
VW but it is unclear as to if it is original to this VW. It does appear to be a correct single port
engine, but other than that, there is no further information to the drivetrains condition. With lots
of potential, this Volkswagen pickup is a very solid starting point and would be a great project
for someone. It would easily make a great restoration project, or it could be maintained as is
and could undergo a mechanical restoration. What would you do with this Volkswagen? Just a
ladder rack. This truck may have actually worked at one point. The rack would have to go â€”
that takes up more than half the weight carrying capability! With one ton ratings this has a long
way to go. I know you were being facetious but not many know these were truly designed to
haul. This seems like too good a deal to be real. In 63 there was an optional 1 ton equipment
group and in 64 they came standard as 1 tons. I just took an lb load to the transfer station in my
It was a bit slower going than usual and a bit more distance to stop. Nice truck IMO. Nice find.
The ladder rack would have to go. Quite rare indeed. I think Mike Wolf himself would be taken
back some. We never saw pickups in the mid-west, all buses. Cool find, but ouch on the price.
Still, try and find another like this. Is the ladder rack worth anything? I think I see a button on it
to set the time. I drove a few of them back in the day buses, not pickups , and they did have
both. OEM there would be no clock only the Delux busses got those they were rectangular and
it would reside below the passenger grab handle. OEM location for the fuel gauge is beside the
speedo to the left. This one seems to have a tach to the right of the speedo. Though any tach is
non OEM, the shift points are delineated by marks on the speedo. Eric, if you look at the
pictures in the ebay listing, you can zoom in on the gauges. The gauge to the right of the
speedo says RPM in big letters under the dial. Don't post your car for sale in the comments.
Click here to get it featured on the homepage instead. Or subscribe without commenting.
Subscribe to our free daily email to continue reading:. No thanks, maybe later. Already have an
account? Log in. Barn Finds. Brian Birkner. More: Volkswagen. Like This? Get Our Daily Email.
Comments RoughDiamond Member. Point remains the same, but thanks for keeping the info
accurate! Howard A Member. Eric Dashman. Does the clock work? You are both sorta right.
Ernie the Dancing Weasel. Fresh air heat shroud on the engine, so likely couple years newer

than the truckâ€¦. Steven C. I dig the rack 1. Stalled Project: Chevrolet Bel Air. Frequency: Daily.
Get Daily Email Updates:. Signup for our free daily newsletter: Unsubscribe anytime. Enjoying
Barn Finds? Subscribe to our free daily email to continue reading: No thanks, maybe later. Free
View Limit Reached! Set an alert to be notified of new listings. Now showing page 1 of 1.
Browse Category. Search Tools. Set an Alert? This is a hig Private Seller. This vintage black
volkswagen coupe has been converted into a It has been further customized to i Refine Search?
Also be sure to view results in. Power comes from a recently tuned 5. Thefactory red cloth
interior and white top are original, and the car was garage-kept under previous ownership. This
third-generation GT was acquired by the seller in andis offered with the owner's manual, service
records, and a clear Florida title. This Chevrolet Corvette convertible 50th Anniversary Edition
has just under 29k actual miles and is powered by an LS1 5. Finished in Anniversary EditionRed
with a tan cloth soft top over a shale leather interior, the car was originally sold in New Jersey
and later resided in both Maryland and Pennsylvania before being relocated to Florida
beginning in Equipment includes an electronic driver information center, head-up display, and
independent suspension with active handling. This Dodge Stealth hatchback is one of produced
in Kutani Red for the model year, and it
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is a one-owner original car showing only 38k miles. It is finished in Kutani Red over a charcoal
leather interior and is powered by a 3. This Cadillac Brougham sedan has been freshly repainted
in its factory color. It shows just 98k miles from new, retaining its original blue leather interior
and a fully refurbished air conditioning system. The car is powered by a ci V8 paired with a
4-speed automatic transmission. It was originally sold in El Paso, Texas, and was subsequently
relocated to Arizona. Sign up for our daily newsletter. Get Newsletter. Get our app. Help Center.
About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our Sponsors. Business Advertisers. Career Opportunities.
Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All other trademarks are the property of their respective
owners. Our Awards x. This prestigious accolade represents the continued growth of the
company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie Awards, the world's premier business awards
recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought to you by ClassicCars.

